Using whole cell recordings, we studied excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs, IPSCs) in feedforward (FF) and feedback (FB) circuits between areas V1 and LM (lateromedial) in developing mouse visual cortex. We found that in mice reared with normal visual experience, FF and FB synapses onto layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons develop equal but submaximal strengths whose EPSCs are increased by monocular lid suture. In contrast, the development and experience-dependence of FF-and FB-IPSCs is pathway-specific. The difference develops during the critical period by strengthening FF-IPSCs, while keeping FB-IPSC amplitudes constant. Monocular lid suture increases FB-IPSCs but does not affect FF-IPSCs.
Introduction
Vision depends on the coordinated activation of multiple cortical areas. In primates the substrates for this coordination are feedforward (FF) and feedback (FB) connections that reciprocally link lower with higher visual areas (Felleman & Van Essen, 1991) . A similar hierarchy of areas was postulated for rat visual cortex (Coogan & Burkhalter, 1993) , and based on the distinctive laminar patterns of interareal FF and FB connections it is likely that a comparable organization exists in mouse visual cortex (Dong, Shao, Nerbonne, & Burkhalter, 2004; Yamashita, Valkova, Gonchar, & Burkhalter, 2003) .
FF connections provide bottom-up image-related cues of local stimulus contrast to construct sensory representations at multiple levels (Maunsell, 1995) . We have shown in rat and mouse visual cortex that the underlying circuit consists of interareal connections by pyramidal neurons that provide excitatory inputs to pyramidal cells and inhibitory interneurons (Johnson & Burkhalter, 1996 Yamashita et al., 2003) . FB connections provide top-down information about context-, attention-, task-and experience-related cues that influence neuronal responses in lower visual areas and play a role in the selection of parts of the visual image for concentrated attention and interpretation (Crist, Li, & Gilbert, 2001; Lee, Yang, Romero, & Mumford, 2002; Maunsell, 2004) . The underlying FB network resembles the FF circuit and is formed by pyramidal neurons that in the target area contact pyramidal cells and interneurons (Johnson & Burkhalter, 1996 Yamashita et al., 2003) . However, FB circuits differ in their laminar organization, the composition of interneurons and the subcellular distribution of inputs to GABAergic neurons (Gonchar & Burkhalter, 1999 . In monkey visual cortex it was demonstrated that top-down influences modulate the gain of responses in lower areas (Hupé et al., 1998; McAdams & Maunsell, 1999) . Recordings in cortical slices suggest that this may be achieved by varying the rate of balanced recurrent excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs to pyramidal neurons (Chance, Abbott, & Reyes, 2002; Shu, Hasenstaub, & McCormick, 2003) . We have shown in slices of rodent visual cortex that FF circuits generate synaptic excitation followed by strong inhibition (Dong et al., 2004; Shao & Burkhalter, 1996 . In contrast, FB circuits generate excitation followed by weak inhibition and both inputs to pyramidal neurons are more balanced (Dong et al., 2004) .
Studies in rat visual cortex have shown that synaptic inhibition is developmentally regulated and increases between 3 and 5 weeks of age (Morales, Choi, & Kirkwood, 2002) . Moreover, Morales et al. (2002) have demonstrated that inhibition in the layer 4 to 2/3 pathway of area V1 is decreased in dark reared rats. Thus, the balance of excitation and inhibition in cortical circuits depends on age and visual experience during the critical period (Gordon & Stryker, 1996) .
The development of FF and FB connections between cortical areas is incompletely understood (Kennedy & Burkhalter, 2004) . Studies in cat and primate visual cortex have shown that the pathways differ in developmental time course, target specificity and the amount of remodeling (Barone, Dehay, Berland, Bullier, & Kennedy, 1995; Barone, Dehay, Berland, & Kennedy, 1996; Batardière, Barone, Dehay, & Kennedy, 1998; Kennedy, Salin, Bullier, & Hornsburgh, 1994) . In addition, both pathways develop distinct connections with GABAergic neurons (Yamashita et al., 2003) . However, whether the underlying processes depend on experience and whether they generate distinct balances of excitation and inhibition in FF and FB circuits remains unknown. We have, therefore, used whole cell patch clamp recording in slices of normal and monocularly lid-sutured mice to study synaptic excitation and inhibition in FF and FB pathways in the developing visual cortex.
Materials and methods
The experiments were performed on 7-120-day-old C57Bl/6 mice. All experimental protocols were approved by the Animals Studies Committee of Washington University and complied with NIH guidelines.
Lid suture
Monocular lid suture was performed before eye opening at postnatal (P) day 10. Pups were anaesthetized by inhalation of halothane (1% in air). The left eyelids were disinfected with betadine and 70% ethanol. The still closed eyelids were separated; the cut edges were aligned and closed with monofilament suture. Neosporin ointment was applied to the sutured eyelids and the pups were returned to their cage. Animals in which the left eye remained completely closed throughout development were used for electrophysiological experiments at P35-42.
Preparation and maintenance of slices
Slices of visual cortex from normal and monocularly lid-sutured P21-45 old mice were prepared as described previously (Dong et al., 2004) . Briefly, animals were anaesthetized with a mixture of ketamine and xylazine, the brain was removed and quasi-coronal slices were cut on a vibratome at 300 lm in ice-cold oxygenated (95% O 2 /5% CO 2 ) artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing (in mM): 252 sucrose, 3. (Aghajanian & Rasmussen, 1989) . The third and the forth slices counted from the posterior pole were selected. To reveal the myeloarchitecture, slices were viewed on a dark background under the dissecting scope. V1 was identified as a heavily myelinated area that shares the lateral border with the less myelinated area LM (Dong et al., 2004) . The V1/LM border was marked by a cut in the subiculum after which the slices were transferred into an interface-type recording chamber. The tissue was maintained in a humidified atmosphere saturated with 95% O 2 /5% CO 2 at 33°C. Slices were perfused with a half and half mixture of sucrose ACSF and normal ACSF (124 mM NaCl, 3.3 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl 2 , 1.2 mM MgSO 4 , 25.5 mM NaHCO 3 , 15 mM D D-glucose) for 30 min, before perfusion was switched to normal ACSF.
Recording and stimulation
Whole cell patch clamp recording began after the tissue recovered for at least one hour in normal ACSF. Recording pipettes were pulled from glass capillaries (1.5 mm OD, 1.12 mm ID, World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) on a Flaming-Brown horizontal puller (Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA). For stimulation we used concentric bipolar electrodes (125 lm OD, 25 lm inner pole diameter; FHC, Bowdoinham, ME). To activate FF inputs we stimulated V1 in layer 2/3 $0.3 mm away from the V1/LM border (Fig. 1A) . FF responses were recorded blindly from randomly selected neurons in layer 2/3 of LM $0.6 mm lateral to the V1/LM border. FB connections were activated in layer 2/3 of LM and responses were recorded from layer 2/3 neurons in the monocular segment of V1 ( Fig. 1B ; Antonini, Fagolini, & Stryker, 1999; Dräger, 1978) . The stimulus strength was scaled to the minimal strength (threshold = 1 T) necessary to elicit postsynaptic currents (PSCs) at the resting membrane potential. Intervals between stimuli were 10 s, to ensure full recovery of PSCs (Dong et al., 2004) .
Recording pipettes were filled with (in mM): 120 Csgluconate, 5 NaCl, 1 CaCl 2 , 1 MgCl 2 , 5 EGTA, 10 HEPES, 0.2 GTP, 2 ATP, 5 QX-314, 0.2% biocytin, pH 7.4, 290-300 mosmol/l. Electrode resistances were 4-5 MX. Voltage clamp recordings were performed using an Axoclamp-2B amplifier (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA). Excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) were recorded at membrane potentials of À60 mV, which was shown to be the reversal potential of inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs; Morales et al., 2002) . IPSCs were recorded at a membrane potential of 0 mV, which corresponds to the EPSCs reversal potential. The liquid junction potential was measured and subtracted. Series resistance was measured at the start of the experiment and was monitored throughout the experiment. Only cells with resting membrane potentials negative to À60 mV, access resistance of <20 MX and input resistance of >100 MX were used for analysis.
Analysis of EPSCs and IPSCs
Off-line analysis was performed with Igor software (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR). For analysis of EPSCs and IPSCs, five individual responses to 2 T stimulation were averaged. Maximal EPSC and IPSC amplitudes were measured at the first peak after baseline subtraction. PSC latencies were determined as the time between stimulus artifact and the threshold value of the first derivative of the response. Decay time constants were measured at the point at which the current was 33% of the peak. Statistical significance of means was determined with the t-test. ANOVA was used for correlation and regression analyses. The data are reported as means ± SEM.
Cell morphology
At the end of the recording session slices were fixed for 24 h in 4% paraformaldehyde and 0.25% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. After cryoprotection in 30% sucrose slices were re-sectioned on a freezing microtome at 80 lm. Sections were then treated with 10% methanol/1% H 2 O 2 , followed by 1% sodium borohydride, 50% ethanol and 0.2% Triton X-100. Next sections were incubated in avidin-biotinylated horseradish peroxidase (HRP) complex (Vectastain ABC Elite, Vector, Burlingame, CA), reacted with 0.05% diaminobenzidine (DAB) and 0.01% H 2 O 2 . The reaction product was intensified with AgNO 3 and HAuCl 4 (Jiang, Johnson, & Burkhalter, 1993) . Sections were mounted on slides, coverslipped and analyzed in the microscope.
Pathway tracing
FF and FB connections were traced by injecting biotinylated dextran amine (BDA; 3000 MW; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR; in 0.01 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4) into left areas V1 or LM, respectively. Tracer injections were made in anaesthetized mice, using glass pipettes (tip diameter $20 lm) and iontophoresis (5 lA, 7 s on/7 s off) with positive current. The pattern of callosal connections was used as landmark for identification of V1 and LM (Olavarria & Montero, 1989) . For this purpose multiple pressure injections of bisbenzimide (10% in H 2 O; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) were made into the right visual cortex to back label neurons on the left side of the brain. After 1-2 days survival, animals were perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. The brain was equilibrated in 30% sucrose and sectioned at 50 lm in the coronal plane on a cryostat. One series of sections were mounted on slides and viewed with UV fluorescence optics to analyze the callosal labeling pattern. A parallel series of sections was permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100, incubated in avidin-biotinylated HRP complex, stained with DAB and H 2 O 2 and treated with silver and gold to intensify the reaction product (Jiang et al., 1993) . Selected sections were stained for Nissl substance to reveal cortical layers. BDA labeled boutons of FF and FB axonal connections were observed with a 100x oil objective. Bouton density was determined in 100 · 100 · 50 lm volumes (after correction of 30% shrinkage) of layers 1-6, using the Neurolucida system (MicroBrightfield, Colchester, VT). Mean ± SD densities were computed from three cases three sections each. Statistical comparison was done with the t-test.
Immunocytochemistry
To study the development of parvalbumin (PV)-expressing GABAergic neurons (Gonchar & Burkhalter, 1997) , P16 and P45 animals were perfused through the heart with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). The visual cortex was cut at 25 lm on a vibratome in the coronal plane. Sections were incubated in rabbit-anti-PV antibody (1:2000, Sigma, St. Louis, MO), stained with Cy3 labeled donkey-antirabbit secondary antibody (1:200, Chemicon, Temecula, CA), mounted on glass slides and coverslipped with DPX (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Fort Washington, PA).
PV labeled somata and boutons were viewed in the confocal microscope. Numerical densities of PV labeled cell bodies were determined in z-stacks of images taken at different focal planes with a 20· objective. Counts of PV labeled cell bodies were performed in scans through the thickness of the section. Only cells that disappeared from view were counted. Sampling was done in 300 lm wide stripes of layer 2/3 in five randomly selected sections through V1 from two animals at each age.
Bouton densities were determined in 2 lm thick confocal images taken with a 60· objective. Counts were made in five randomly distributed 100 lm 2 fields across layer 2/3 in five randomly selected sections across V1 of two animals at each P16 and P45. Statistical comparison was done with the t-test.
Results
We have performed whole cell patch clamp recordings in slices of visual cortex from developing mice that were reared with normal visual experience or with unilateral lid suture (performed at P10) until after the critical period (P35-42). Recordings of FB-EPSCs and FB-IPSCs were done in the medial half of V1, which receives input only from the contralateral eye (Antonini et al., 1999; Dräger, 1978) . FF-EPSCs and FF-IPSCs were recorded in the lateral half of LM, which represents the peripheral visual field outside the zone of binocular overlap (Wagor, Mangini, & Pearlman, 1980) . The slices were cut in a quasi-coronal plane that preserved the connections between areas V1 and LM (Dong et al., 2004) and permitted the stimulation of FF and FB inputs from upper layers to layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons ( Fig. 1A and B). The cells were randomly selected and filled with biocytin. Only spiny cells with pyramidal morphology were used for analysis. We found that the resting potentials and input resistances of these cells in normal and lid-sutured mice were similar and independent of age (Table 1) . In both pathways, the onset latencies of EPSCs and IPSCs remained constant across development and were unaltered by lid suture (Table 2) . However, in both pathways the onset of IPSCs was delayed by $1 ms relative to EPSCs (Fig. 1C , Table 2 ). The delay was similar in both age groups and there was no difference between normal control and monocularly lidsutured mice (Table 2) .
Development of interareal excitation and inhibition
We used extracellular stimulation in superficial layers of areas V1 and LM to study the strength of synaptic excitation of layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons by FF and FB input, respectively. To find the optimal stimulation strength for activating the total excitatory and inhibitory input we first determined the threshold stimulus intensity (1 T) for eliciting EPSCs and IPSCs. The mean stimulus threshold intensity in the FF (127 ± 53 lA, n = 23) and FB (130 ± 40 lA, n = 25) pathway was similar (P = 0.89, t-test). We then gradually increased the stimulation strength to find the minimal intensity at which EPSC and IPSC amplitudes reached a plateau. In both pathways this was achieved at intensities of $2 T ( Fig. 1C and D ; see, Dong et al., 2004) .
At 2 T stimulation, FF-and FB-EPSCs were similar in 24 and 36-day-old normal controls ( Fig. 2A) . Not surprisingly, mean FF-and FB-EPSC amplitudes in the P21-27 (P = 0.52, t-test) and P35-42 age groups (P = 0.45, t-test) were similar as well (Fig. 2B) . Linear regression analysis further showed that between the P21-27 and P36-42 age groups there was no significant change in FF-EPSC (R 2 = 0.05, F 1,25 = 1.36, P = 0.25, ANOVA) and FB-EPSC amplitude (R 2 = 0.03, F 1,31 = 0.96, P = 0.33, ANOVA). In addition, we found no pathway-or age-related difference in the decay time constants (Table 2 ), suggesting that the charge transfer of the total excitatory synaptic response remains constant throughout the critical period.
Similar to EPSCs, we found no qualitative difference between FF-and FB-IPSCs in 24-day-old normal controls (Fig. 3A) and mean FF-and FB-IPSCs in P21-27 mice were similar ( Fig. 3B ; P = 0.29, t-test). However, in 36-day-old mice FF-IPSCs appeared larger than FB-IPSCs (Fig. 3A) . Indeed, we found that between P21-27 and P35-42 the mean FF-IPSC increased by 30% (P = 0.028, t-test) from 456 ± 41 pA to 590 ± 52 pA (Fig. 3B) . This was confirmed in a regression analysis which revealed a strong age-dependent increase of FF-IPSC amplitude (R 2 = 0.19, F 1,25 = 5.7, P = 0.025, ANOVA). In contrast, FB-IPSCs showed no agedependent increase (R 2 = 0.000097, F 1,24 = 0.0022, P = 0.96, ANOVA) and the mean FB-IPSCs in the P21-27 and P35-42 age groups were similar (P = 0.33, t-test). Thus, the development of inhibition is pathway-specific and results in significantly (P = 0.0028, t-test) larger FFthan FB-IPSC amplitudes. No comparable developmental change was observed in the decay time-constants of FF-and FB-IPSCs (Table 2) . 
Effects of monocular lid suture on interareal excitation and inhibition
To study whether synaptic excitation in FF and FB pathways was altered by monocular lid suture we recorded EPSCs in the monocular segments of V1 and LM, contralateral to the sutured eye in P35-42 mice. Because it was difficult to consistently obtain high quality slices from both sides of the brain we avoided comparing deprived and control cortices of the same animal and instead used separate animals. Experiments were performed blind to the deprivation. Stimulation of the FF pathway at 2 T showed that the mean EPSC amplitude in LM contralateral to the sutured eye was 71% larger (205 ± 21, n = 16; P < 0.05, t-test) than contralateral to the normal eye (120 ± 11, n = 13; Fig. 4A and B). Lid suture had a similar effect on FB-EPSCs, which in V1 contralateral to the deprived eye (220 ± 19 pA, n = 15) were 108% larger (P < 0.05, t-test) than contralateral to the normal eye (105 ± 12 pA, n = 14; Fig. 4A and B). Thus, monocular lid suture during the critical period strengthened EPSCs in both pathways. No significant differences were found in the decay time constants of EPSCs recorded in the deprived and normal control hemispheres (Table 2) .
Unlike the effects on EPSCs, monocular lid suture only affected IPSCs in the FB but not in the FF pathway. In the FF pathway the mean IPSC amplitude in LM contralateral to the sutured eye was (628 ± 41 pA, n = 18) and was comparable (P = 0.40, t-test) to normal control FF-IPSCs (590 ± 52; Fig. 5A and B) . Most interestingly, mean FB-IPSCs in the deprived area V1 (639 ± 47 pA) were 68% larger (P < 0.02, t-test) than in normal control V1 (379 ± 42 pA, n = 13; Fig. 5A and B). In both pathways the IPSC decay time constants were unaffected by monocular lid suture and resembled normal controls (Table 2) . 
Development of feedforward and feedback connections
We have used anterograde tracing with BDA to study FF and FB connections between areas V1 and LM at P7, P14, P36 and P120 (AD). The distributions of axons and boutons in different layers of areas V1 and LM showed that FF and FB connections develop in a chronological inside-out sequence. At P7, FF connections from V1 to area LM were mostly confined to deep layers, and layers 1-4 contained extremely few axons (Fig. 6A) . By P14, layers 2/3-6 of LM were heavily innervated and the laminar distribution of boutons resembled the mature pattern (Fig. 6A) . The overall innervation density, however, appeared slightly sparser than in older mice (Fig. 6A) . Unlike the relatively mature looking two-week-old FF connections, at P14 FB connections from LM to V1 had barely formed inputs to deep layers and projections to layers 1 and 2/3 that are key targets in mature mice were essentially lacking (Fig. 6B) .
We have quantitatively analyzed the development of FF and FB connections by determining the bouton density in different layers. In the FF pathway bouton density in all layers peaked at P14, except for layer 2/3 which received significantly (P < 0.05, t-test) stronger input at P120 (Fig. 7A) . Layer 6 was different and showed a significant (P < 0.05, t-test) decrease of FF inputs after P14 (Fig. 7A) . In contrast, in the FB pathway of 14-day-old mice only layer 6 was maximally innervated, whereas connections to layers 1-5 were sparse and continued to strengthen significantly until P120 (Fig. 7B) . The protracted maturation of FB connections is better illustrated by the change in innervation density between P14 and P36, which shows that FB inputs to layers 1 and 2/3 were strengthened during the critical period, while FF inputs either remained constant (layer 1-5) or became weaker (layer 6) (Fig. 8) .
Although bouton density changed during development, the interbouton interval remained constant in all layers of both pathways (Fig. 7C and D) . These findings suggest that FF and FB connections develop by addition of axons and/or terminal branches and not by increasing the number of boutons per unit length of axon.
Development of GABAergic innervation
We have compared the numerical densities of PVexpressing GABAergic somata and boutons in visual cortex of developing mice. The results show that between P16 and P45 PV cell density in layer 2/3 increased by 37% (P < 0.001, paired t-test; Fig. 9 ). During the same period bouton density increased by almost 90% (Fig. 9) . Thus, on average a single PV neuron forms 908 boutons, whereas at P45 each cell makes 5444 boutons. This represents a sixfold increase in the projection strength of single PV neurons, which in rat visual cortex are the main inhibitory targets of FF and FB pathways . 
Discussion
We have found that during development of FF and FB circuits basic physiological properties of pyramidal neurons remain invariable, but that age and visual experience affect excitatory and inhibitory synaptic transmission in both pathways. During the critical period (Gordon & Stryker, 1996; Prusky & Douglas, 2003) excitation in FF and FB circuits shows similar ageand experience-dependences. In mice reared with normal visual experience, FF and FB synapses onto pyramidal neurons develop equal but submaximal strengths, whose EPSC amplitudes are increased by unilateral eye closure during the first 5-7 postnatal weeks. In contrast, the development and experience-dependence of inhibitory synaptic responses in FF and FB circuits is pathwayspecific. The difference develops during the critical period by selectively strengthening inhibition in the FF pathway, while keeping FB-IPSC amplitudes constant. Most interestingly, we found that monocular lid suture increases FB-IPSCs but has no effect on FF-IPSCs. These results suggest that the distinct balances of excitation and inhibition in FF and FB circuits develop during the critical period and involve experience-dependent mechanisms.
Development of excitation
In >P21 old mice, FF and FB inputs to pyramidal neurons generate short latency EPSCs followed by IPSCs. Previous experiments with 2 T stimulation have shown that antidromic activation of interareally projecting pyramidal cells is extremely rare (Dong et al., 2004; Rose & Metherate, 2001) . Therefore, it is unlikely that we have studied synaptic responses that were elicited via collaterals of antidromically activated neurons, but instead have recorded responses to FF and FB inputs. Previous experiments have demonstrated that EPSCs and IPSCs are abolished by bath application of glutamate receptor antagonists (Dong et al., 2004) . In the absence of GABAergic interareal connections (McDonald & Burkhalter, 1993) , this demonstrates that IPSCs depend on excitatory FF and FB inputs and are generated within the target area. FF-and FB-IPSCs are delayed by $1 ms relative to EPSCs. The delay is independent of age and rearing conditions, suggesting that this disynaptic link is established before P21 without contributions of visual experience.
We have found that the total excitatory FF and FB input converging onto layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons remains constant during the critical period. Similar to previous findings in the layer 4 to 2/3 pathway in V1 of 3-5-week-old rats (Morales et al., 2002) , the results indicate that excitatory FF and FB inputs reach mature strength before the critical period. These data agree with the observations that FF connections are structurally mature by the beginning of the critical period, and suggest that FB connections mature faster than indicated by linear interpolation of the change in bouton density between P14 and P36.
Experience-dependent development of excitation
By recording in monocular cortex we have studied the effects of visual experience on FF-and FB-EPSCs in the absence of competitive interactions between inputs from the two eyes. Recordings of FB-EPSCs were obtained in the medial half of V1, which lacks input from the ipsilateral eye (Antonini et al., 1999; Dräger, 1978) and in which activity is markedly reduced by monocular deprivation (Caleo, Lodivichi, Pizzorusso, & Maffei, 1999; Worley et al., 1991) . FF-EPSCs were recorded at the lateral border of area LM where activity is lower in monocularly enucleated rats (Thurlow & Cooper, 1988) . Unexpectedly, in both pathways EPSCs were larger in lid-sutured than in normal mice. This contrasts with a study of the layer 4 to 2/3 pathway in rat V1, which shows that EPSCs are unaffected by 5 weeks of dark rearing (Morales et al., 2002) . The discrepancy suggests that monocular deprivation has more profound effects on the maturation of cortical circuits than dark rearing or that the development of interlaminar and interareal connections respond differently to abnormal visual experience.
Upregulation of FF-and FB-EPSCs by unilateral eye closure implies that compensatory mechanisms give weak inputs a competitive advantage. Indeed, silencing of common target neurons in cat visual cortex has demonstrated that weaker geniculocortical axons expand their terminal arbors (Hata & Stryker, 1994; Hata, Tsumoto, & Stryker, 1999) . Activity-dependent upregulation of FF-and FB-EPSCs is reminiscent of the reported increase of unitary EPSC amplitude in layer 2/3 of V1 in P21-23 rats whose retinal activity was blocked by TTX (Desai, Cudmore, Nelson, & Turrigiano, 2002) . The effect suggests that the increase in total FF-and FBEPSCs may be due to synaptic scaling and may involve alterations in the quantal amplitudes of AMPA receptor responses at FF and FB synapses (Lissin et al., 1998; OÕBrien et al., 1998; Turrigiano, Leslie, Desai, Rutherford, & Nelson, 1998) .
Development of inhibition
We have found that between P21 and P42 the waveforms of FF-and FB-IPSCs remain unaltered. In contrast, IPSC amplitudes are selectively increased in the FF pathway by $30%. Thus, unlike the development of FF-and FB-EPSCs, the maturation of IPSCs is pathway-specific.
In developing rat visual cortex, Morales et al. (2002) have shown that mono-and disynaptic IPSCs of layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons elicited by layer 4 inputs double in size between 3 and 5 weeks postnatal. Morales et al. (2002) further showed that during the same period mIPSC amplitudes remain constant and become more frequent, suggesting that the increase in the maximal IPSC is not due to strengthening of individual synapses, but reflects an increase in the number of inhibitory synapses. Similar changes may account for the developmental increase of FF-IPSCs. In the FF (and FB) pathway inhibition is provided mainly by PV-expressing GABAergic neurons (Dong & Burkhalter, 2002; Gonchar & Burkhalter, 1999 . The strength of inhibition depends on inputs to PV neurons and/or the inhibitory output of these cells. During the critical period, we have found a sixfold increase in the number of PV boutons/ PV neuron. This increase in putative PV synapses parallels that in FF-IPSC amplitude and suggests that by the end of the critical period layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons in the FF circuit receive a larger number of inhibitory inputs, which makes inhibition stronger. In addition, a previous study shows that inputs to PV neurons are rearranged during the critical period, so that by P36-42 most FF axons terminate on proximal dendrites (Yamashita et al., 2003) , from which synaptic activation of inhibitory neurons might be more effective (Williams & Stuart, 2002) .
Unlike in the FF pathway, we found that the strength of inhibition in the FB circuit remains unchanged during the critical period. This is unexpected because during the critical period synaptic inhibition in the layer 4 to 2/3 pathway of rat V1 gains strength (Morales et al., 2002) and the number of symmetric synapses (Blue & Parnavelas, 1983) , PV boutons (this study) and FB inputs (this study) increases. Although these changes are consistent with increased inhibition, we have shown previously that during the same developmental period FB synapses retract from proximal PV dendrites and retreat to distal processes (Yamashita et al., 2003) . Synaptic activation of inhibitory neurons from distal dendrites is less effective than from proximal locations (Williams & Stuart, 2002) . This loss in efficacy may offset the increased number of FB inputs and PV synapses and keep FB-IPSCs constant.
Experience-dependent development of inhibition
We have found that in lid-sutured mice the total FF-IPSC develops normally. This is contrary to the layer 4 to 2/3 pathway in visual cortex of dark reared rats in which the total IPSC is reduced (Morales et al., 2002) . However, visual deprivation by unilateral lid suture and dark rearing may not be identical, and FF-EPSCs may be increased (see above) only in lid-sutured mice. The FF-EPSC increase may involve FF synapses onto interneurons, which may scale up unitary IPSCs (Kilman, van Rossum, & Turrigiano, 2002; Turrigiano et al., 1998) . This may compensate for an experiencedependent IPSC reduction of the kind reported by Morales et al. (2002) . Alternatively, studies in cats indicate that visual deprivation has little effect on connections and response properties of extrastriate cortical neurons (Jones, Spear, & Tong, 1984; Olavarria, 1995) , suggesting that inhibition by FF-interneurons in extrastriate area LM may not be affected by lid suture.
Unlike FF-IPSCs, we found that FB-IPSCs are affected by lid suture, but contrary to the reduction of IPSCs in the layer 4 to 2/3 pathway of dark reared rats (Morales et al., 2002) , FB-IPSCs are increased. Unilateral lid suture does more than eliminating visual inputs from one eye; it also increases FB-EPSCs (Fig. 4B) . Thus, the effects of visual deprivation are confounded and inform more broadly about how the system adapts to abnormal visual experience than about the influences of visual experience per se. Because lid suture increases FB-EPSCs, the alterations may include stronger activation of interneurons, which may scale up unitary IPSCs (Turrigiano et al., 1998) and increase total FB-IPSCs. However, more importantly for understanding normal development, the lid suture experiment implies that the strengthening of FB-IPSCs is suppressed by normal visual experience, and that this suppression is ineffective in the FF pathway. In lid-sutured mice the suppression of FB-IPSCs may be released by the lack of thalamocortical inputs, which increases the competitive advantage of normally weak FB inputs converging onto the same interneuron in V1.
Conclusions
FF and FB pathways are anatomically distinct circuits (Gonchar & Burkhalter, 1999 Yamashita et al., 2003) that throughout development produce equal excitation of postsynaptic pyramidal cells, but during the critical period begin to generate different amounts of disynaptic inhibition. During development the pathway-specific strength of inhibition is determined in part by distinct areal locations of inhibitory neurons, synaptic networks and susceptibilities to visual experience. FF inputs in which excitation is followed by strong inhibition and the responses are precisely timed to presynaptic inputs resemble driving inputs (Sherman & Guillery, 1998) . Such connections produce outputs whose firing rates are linearly scaled to the strength of input (Chance et al., 2002) . FB inputs resemble modulatory inputs, which change the gain and probability of responses (Sherman & Guillery, 1998) . This is achieved by balanced excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs whose rates rise and fall together (Chance et al., 2002; Dong et al., 2004) . Importantly, excess inhibition degrades gain modulation (Chance et al., 2002) . The dependence of FB-IPSCs on visual experience suggests that abnormal inputs during development may impair modulatory circuits that are important for perception, attention and coordinate transformation (Salinas & Thier, 2000) .
